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 New York, N.Y. – Soho Photo Gallery is pleased to present Pedro Isztin as June’s 

guest exhibitor. This Canadian-born photographer’s show, entitled in situ ("in its place" 

in Latin), explores the connection between people and nature in various regions of the 

Americas including Canada, the United States, Colombia and Peru as well as in Cuba. 

With the help of a Canada Council grant, Pedro Isztin photographed friends and relatives 

from 1998 to 2001. For example, in "Apolonia I," Isztin's niece plays peek-a-boo in Cape 

Cod's tall marsh grasses; and five thousand miles away in Colombia, the photographer's 

cousin, Juan Carlos, curls into himself in a swirling riverbed.  

 In portraying nature as the connective force between human souls, Isztin says, 

“The untamed wilderness in my work highlights both our individual fragility and our need 

for social solidarity in order to be truly healthy and sustainable.” Surrounded by lush 

forests, pristine water and giant plants, Isztin's environments are impossible to 

distinguish as South or North American. A tousle-haired baby, supported by her parents 

as she stands on a pile of toppled roots, happened to be photographed in Canada, but she 

might as well have stood in Peru.  Her spirit, like the rain and sun and wind, is 

indomitable, universal. 

 Isztin’s exhibit consists of 22 black and white images that range in size from 

11”x14” to 16”x20.”  His website is www.isztinfoto.com 



 Three members of Soho Photo Gallery, Eddie Wexler, Fanky Chak and 

Stephen Brawer, are also having solo shows in June. 

 Eddie Wexler’s exhibit, Animal Works, is his second at Soho Photo. Taken in 

various locations around the globe, Animal Works is a highly personal collection of 

photographs of animals; animals in zoos, wild animals, animals with people, affectionate 

alligators, statuesque cows, apes, dogs, camels, elephants. Artful and witty, captivating 

and unusual, these pictures reveal the photographer’s innate connection with the animal 

world. Animal Works is comprised of thirteen black and white, gelatin silver prints 

ranging in size from 8”x 10” to 16”x 20”. 

 Fanky Chak’s exhibit is called The Misplacement. The ten images in his show 

play on the ideas of consciousness versus randomness, staged versus documentary 

photography, and analog versus digital technology. The project started from blind photo-

taking of New Yorkers on the city’s streets. After these random images are printed in 

black and white, they are exhibited and re-photographed on the colorful streets of New 

York. Images from The Misplacement have been selected for more than ten national group 

exhibitions as well as upcoming solo exhibitions at Hoyt Institute of Fine Art next 

August, Beth Alison Gallery in Kansas City in November, Penn State College in March 

2006, and Dimbola Lodge Museum (Julia Margaret Cameron Trust) in December 2006 on 

the Isle of Wight, U.K. Fanky Chak is an assistant professor at The College of New 

Jersey. 

 Steve Brawer's first exhibit at Soho Photo Gallery, entitled Small Compositions, 

includes ten color photographs whose most important attribute is very strong 

composition. These are images of rather mundane urban scenes; overall, no single object 

stands out as subject. Despite being sharply focused and incorporating considerable detail 

and texture, the pictures nonetheless give the impression of being abstract. The 

photographs are roughly 4"x6" in size and are displayed in 14" square white frames. The 

images are ink-jet printed on Hahnemuhle photo rag 308 gsm paper, which many consider 

to be the highest quality fine art inkjet paper available. This paper is very important to 

producing the overall effect. 



 
 
 
Soho Photo Gallery has been showcasing a broad spectrum of imagery by emerging and 
veteran photographers since 1971. The Gallery is in New York’s historic TriBeCa district, 
three blocks south of Canal Street between West Broadway and Sixth Avenue. Subways: #1 to 
Franklin Street or the A, C, E, N, R or #6 to Canal Street. 


